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A linear fireplace with a viewable
opening of 60” long and 14” high is
the most popular size out there. So,
of course, the E-FX Flame series
could not be without one. With its
clean, modern look and i
H: 14" x W: 60" x D: 11"

With a viewable opening of 72” long,
this impressive electric fireplace is a
notable accent to any space. Despite
its length, this model can fit into more
places than its gas equivalent.
Without the n
H: 14" x W: 72" x D: 11"

If you have the space and want an
electric fireplace suite that makes a
statement, then the Elara is for you.
With a viewable opening of 39" wide
and 13 1/2” high, the wall mounted
version is a bold a
H: 25" x W: 57" x D: 13"

A linear fireplace with a viewable
opening of 60” long and 14” high is
the most popular size out there. So,
of course, the E-FX Flame series
could not be without one. With its
clean, modern look and i
H: 14" x W: 60" x D: 11"

A fireplace suite that hangs on the
wall with plug-and- play simplicity.
The clean look of the top and bottom
of the frame pairs with side wings of
faux stone to bring a modern look the
compact openin
H: 28" x W: 47" x D: 12"

The Europa Suite is a larger full-
surround mantel with electric
fireplace measuring 46” tall by 54”
wide. With the front flanked by Doric
columns, it gives you a classic look.
This electric fireplace 
H: 46" x W: 54" x D: 16"

This fireplace comes as a full-
surround mantel with classic lines on
a smaller scale. This traditional style
model measures 39 1/8” tall by 45”
high, with a viewable opening of 23
1/2" wide by 20" hig
H: 23" x W: 45" x D: 12"

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1vuq2pjsbxxnxi5/AADH7LcIJbqjHZYn01MT9ipRa/Marketing%20Tools/High%20Resolution%20Images?dl=0&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
At European Home, our beautiful gas, wood, and electric modern fireplaces are thoughtfully designed and expertly crafted. Our collection comes
from leading manufacturers across the globe, including Focus Fires (France), Flamerite (UK) as well as our own brand name line made in New
England.
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